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Abstract: Local delivery of drugs offers the potential for high

local drug concentration while minimizing systemic toxicity,

which is often observed with oral dosing. However, local

depots are typically administered less frequently and include

an initial burst followed by a continuous release. To maximize

efficiency of therapy, it is critical to ensure that drug is only

released when needed. One of the hallmarks of rheumatoid ar-

thritis, for example, is its variable disease activity consisting of

exacerbations of inflammation punctuated by periods of remis-

sion. This presents significant challenges for matching localized

drug delivery with disease activity. An optimal system would

be nontoxic and only release drugs during the period of exacer-

bation, self-titrating in response to the level of inflammation.

We report the development of an injectable self-assembled

nanofibrous hydrogel, from a generally recognized as safe

material, which is capable of encapsulation and release of

agents in response to specific enzymes that are significantly

upregulated in a diseased state including matrix metalloprotei-

nases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) and esterases. We show that these

self-assembled nanofibrous gels can withstand shear forces

that may be experienced in dynamic environments such as

joints, can remain stable following injection into healthy joints

of mice, and can disassemble in vitro to release encapsulated

agents in response to synovial fluid from arthritic patients. This

novel approach represents a next-generation therapeutic strat-

egy for localized treatment of proteolytic diseases. VC 2011 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res Part A: 97A: 103–110, 2011.
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INTRODUCTION

Delivering drugs to patients in a safe, effective, and compliant
manner is a major challenge for the treatment of many types of
disease.1 The ability of drugs to reach target tissues from the
point of oral administration is limited by multiple barriers

including enzymatic and acidic degradation in the stomach,
absorption across the intestinal epithelium, hepatic clearance,
and nonspecific uptake. Effective oral dosing to achieve high
concentrations of drugs within specific tissues while minimizing
systemic toxicity remains a significant challenge. Conventional
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polymeric drug delivery systems such as implants, injectable
microspheres, and patches are used by tens of millions of peo-
ple annually, yet often produce a sharp initial increase in con-
centration to a peak above the therapeutic range, followed by a
fast decrease in concentration to a level below the therapeutic
range.1 Additionally, noncompliance with oral medication is a
leading cause of hospitalizations. The Holy Grail of drug delivery
is an autonomous system that titrates the amount of drug
released in response to a biological stimulus, ensuring that the
drug is released only when needed at a therapeutically relevant
concentration. Such a system must rapidly release drug in
response to fluctuations due to the severity of disease (this is
often reflected by the local inflammatory state), patient-to-
patient variability, and environmental factors.

There exist broad implications for achieving an on-
demand drug delivery approach for the treatment of tissue
defects and multiple diseases. One approach toward this
goal is the design of compounds tailored to release drugs in
response to the local expression of enzymes that correlate
with the level of inflammation. Inflammatory conditions that
are characterized by the generation of enzymes that destroy
extracellular connective tissue—such as rheumatoid arthritis
(RA) and wound healing—comprise a particularly attractive
first application. By targeting other disease-associated
enzyme pathways, this platform would have broad applic-
ability for cancer, ocular disease, oral disease, gastrointesti-
nal disease, and cardiovascular disease. One of the hall-
marks of RA, for example, is its variable disease activity
consisting of exacerbations (flare-ups) of the chronic inflam-
matory joint process punctuated by periods of remission. As
most disease-modifying drugs in RA demonstrate slow onset
(often weeks), treatment options during flare-ups are lim-
ited and often use corticosteroids—agents with a plethora
of toxic side effects.2,3 With a prevalence of 1%, RA is the
most common form of human inflammatory arthritis. In the
United States alone, it is estimated that 2.5 million people
suffer from the disease, with a monetary cost measured in
billions.4 Although there have been significant advances in
basic science and therapeutics, current treatments remain
only partially effective and plagued by dose- or duration-
limiting toxicity. This is exemplified by the removal of drugs
such as Vioxx and Bextra from the market and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)’s recent rejection of Arcoxia for
market approval. Intraarticular injections may help reduce
systemic toxicity given the reduced drug amount required
to exert local activity within the joint space. Nevertheless,
their therapeutic impact is often short lived because of
rapid clearance from the joint (t1/2 ! 0.1–6 h),5 and existing
drug delivery depots have poor physical stability within the
joint.5

Thus, the use of a long-acting intraarticular drug delivery
method that titrates release to match disease activity and
accommodates a large quantity of drug would represent an
attractive paradigm shift. Importantly, published literature has
demonstrated that specific enzymes are significantly upregu-
lated within arthritic joints such as matrix metalloproteinases 2
and 9 (MMP-2 and MMP-9),6 and their expression and concen-
tration correlate with the degree of synovial inflammation.7

Current approaches for releasing drugs in response to specific
stimuli (e.g., MMP-sensitive crosslinked hydrogels) show prom-
ise,8–11 but typically only accommodate low concentrations of
drugs and crosslinked gels present slow diffusion times.

We have focused our attention on the development of
enzyme-responsive self-assembled nano/microfibrous hydro-
gels that can easily be injected into the articular space, yet are
much larger than free drug, which should increase residence
time by preventing rapid clearance by the lymphatic system.
The inherent nanometer-scale features of this self-assembled
noncrosslinked hydrogel maximize the interaction with
specific enzymes for rapid disassembly and drug release. In
this proof-of-concept work, we have identified an amphiphilic
low-molecular-weight agent from the United States FDA’s
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) list of agents that can
serve as a highly efficient hydrogelator to entrap and release
model agents in response to enzymes that are present during
inflammatory conditions. In particular, we have shown that
gels made from ascorbyl palmitate (Asc-Pal) can encapsulate
model agents, withstand shear forces that may be experienced
in dynamic environments such as joints, remain stable follow-
ing injection into healthy joints of mice, and can disassemble
in vitro to release encapsulated agents in response to synovial
fluid from arthritic patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General information
Asc-Pal and matrix metalloproteinases were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The Novozyme 435 (lipase B
from Candida antarctica) and Lipolase 100L were obtained
from Novozymes through Brenntag North America. 1,10-Dio-
ctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine, 4-chloro-
benzenesulfonate salt (DiD) dye was purchased from Invitro-
gen. All other chemicals and reagents were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used without further
modification or purification unless otherwise specified.

Preparation of gels
Given that Asc-Pal has not previously been shown to self-
assemble into hydrogels, multiple solvent systems were
attempted. Typically, solvents (0.2 mL) were added to a glass
scintillation vial with the gelator (0.5–5 wt/vol %) and sealed
with a screw cap. The vial was heated to !60–80"C until the
gelator was completely dissolved. The vial was placed on a
stable surface and allowed to cool to room temperature. Typi-
cally after 15–45 min, the solution was transitioned into a vis-
cous gel. Gelation was considered to have occurred when no
gravitational flow was observed upon inversion of the glass
vial, and resulted hydrogels are injectable.

Scanning electron microscopy
For electron microscopic analysis of gel morphology, solid gels
derived with unhindered shrinkage (xerogels) were prepared
by lyophilizing the gels (which were prepared as described
above). Small amounts of xerogel were placed on carbon tape
attached to aluminum grids and coated with a thin layer of gold
using a sputtering machine. Those aluminum grids were
directly imaged under scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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UV–vis spectroscopy
UV–visible spectra of the amphiphile gelators and DiD dye
were recorded using a CARY100BIO spectrophotometer. In
all experiments, solutions were observed in a quartz cuvette
with a 1-cm path length.

X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted using
a Bruker AXS D-8 Discover with a GADDS diffractometer
using graded d-space elliptical side-by-side multilayer optics,
monochromated Cu-Ka radiation (40 kV, 40 mA), and imag-
ing plate.

Ab initio calculations
All ab initio Hartree–Fock calculations reported in this work
were performed using the Gaussian 03 suite program.12 The
geometry of Asc-Pal was located and optimized at the level
of restricted Hartree–Fock using the 6-31G* basis set. The
structure of Asc-Pal was completely optimized without any
symmetry restrictions. Vibrational frequency calculations
were performed to confirm that they converge to true min-
ima by diagonalization of their Hessian (force constant)
matrixes at the same level to ensure that all frequencies
were genuine.

Release kinetics
DiD-encapsulating Asc-Pal self-assembled gel fibers (200
lL) were suspended in PBS (800 lL), and either MMP-2,
MMP-9, or lipase enzyme (100 ng/mL) was added followed
by incubation at 37"C. At each time point, an aliquot (10
lL) from the supernatant above the fibers was dissolved in
DMSO (90 lL), and the released DiD was quantified by UV–
vis spectroscopy at the characteristic wavelength of 655 nm.
After withdrawing each aliquot, the incubation medium was
replenished with PBS (10 lL). To examine the potential for
on-demand drug release, enzyme-containing media were
removed after a 4-day incubation and replenished with PBS.
After 7 days, fresh enzyme was added.

Human synovial fluid analysis
Human knee synovial fluids were obtained as discarded
materials from patients with RA undergoing diagnostic or
therapeutic arthrocentesis. Arthritis diagnosis was ascer-
tained by an American Board of Internal Medicine certified
Rheumatologist and/or by review of laboratory, radiologic,
and clinic notes and by applying ACR classification
criteria.13 All studies received Institutional Review Board
approval.

Stability of self-assembled gel fibers in mice
Six 9-week-old Balb/C mice housed in a specific pathogen-
free animal facility at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute were
used for these studies. All procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute (Boston, MA). Self-assembled fibers
were redispersed in PBS solution and injected using a 27-
gauge needle into the ankles of Balb/C mice. Animals were
sacrificed after 8 weeks and thick 20- to 30-lm cryosections

were obtained. Care was taken to avoid the use of alcohols
or organic solvents that could dissolve the gels and compro-
mise visualization of intact gel fibers. Thus, unstained sec-
tions were examined for fluorescence from DiD dye. For the
evaluation of fiber disassembly by murine arthritic joint
proteins, we prepared lysates in the absence or presence of
protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) as described14 using
arthritic ankles from 7-week-old K/BxN mice.15

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the greatest challenges in the field of drug delivery
is that many drugs have been deemed unsuitable for oral
dosing given their systemic toxicity profile. Often this is due
to the high concentrations required to produce a therapeu-
tic effect at a localized site. Localized delivery of drugs
offers significant advantages for the treatment of many dis-
eases; however, there have been very few approved implant-
able or injectable local drug delivery systems. Drug delivery
depots that can effectively achieve high concentrations of
drugs within specific environments while limiting systemic
toxicity would be useful for multiple applications. Self-
assembled gels from amphiphilic gelators represent an
attractive platform for localized controlled drug delivery
given their inherent nanofibrous morphology with a high
surface area to volume ratio that permits ease of injection
and helps to promote rapid drug release in an enzyme-re-
sponsive manner. Although there are many approaches to
develop self-assembled gels through synthesis of novel gela-
tors, we propose a conceptually novel approach through
selecting amphiphiles from agents that have already been
used in humans with an established safety profile. Specifi-
cally, we selected an agent from the FDA’s list of GRAS
agents that we believed was a candidate hydrogelator capa-
ble of forming gels that could be disassembled in response
to enzymes that are typically upregulated in proteolytic dis-
eases including MMPs and esterases. We selected Asc-Pal
given that it exhibits both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
domains (amphiphilic) and has potential for self-assembly
given its ability to form noncovalent interactions including
van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding.

Design and gelation studies of Asc-Pal amphiphile
Asc-Pal, also known as 6-O-palmitoyl ascorbic acid (see
Fig. 1), was selected as a GRAS-based amphiphilic gelator.
Asc-Pal encompasses the structural features required for the
self-assembly, for example, a polyhydroxyl sugar head group
for the formation of a hydrogen-bonding network, and a
polymethylene hydrocarbon chain for van der Waals interac-
tions. These groups synergistically act to form strong inter-
molecular interactions that have the potential to induce
gelation (formation of nano/microfibrous structures). In
addition, Asc-Pal has an ester linkage that enables cleavage
by esterases and MMPs that are present during an inflamed
condition (Fig. 1). Use of self-assembled gels from amphi-
philic gelators provides an opportunity to avoid the unde-
sired burst release16 that is often the characteristic limita-
tion of drug delivery devices.17 Asc-Pal showed excellent
gelation ability as assessed in a wide range of solvents at
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low concentrations (2–5 wt/vol %) as shown in Table I.
Additionally, a dye could be added during the assembly pro-
cess as a model drug, enabling direct imaging of the fibers.

The morphologies of the self-assembled hydrogels were
examined using SEM and fluorescence polarizable optical
microscopy. Investigation of the hydrogels formed from
Asc-Pal with SEM showed that hydrogels form fibrous struc-
tures with fiber thicknesses of 20–300 nm and fiber lengths
of several microns [Fig. 2(A)]. The anisotropic nature of
intermolecular interactions between amphiphile molecules
is supported by the high aspect ratios of the gel fibers. Dye-
encapsulating fibers were rinsed with excess PBS to remove
unencapsulated dye, and subsequent fluorescence micro-
scope images of the fibers [Fig. 2(B)] indicated that the dye
was encapsulated within the fibers.

To propose a model for self-assembly of amphiphiles in
aqueous solution, we calculated long distance spacings (d)
from the XRD patterns of the hydrogel of Asc-Pal. We
obtained optimized geometries and calculated the length of
amphiphile using ab initio calculations and by combining
these results with the data from XRD. Through this, we pro-
pose a model for the self-assembly of Asc-Pal. XRD experi-
ments [Fig. 3(A)] yielded a long distance spacing of 4.39 nm
for hydrogel fibers of Asc-Pal, which is higher than the
molecular length (2.60 nm from optimized structure) of Asc-
Pal and lower than double the extended molecular length.
Thus, we postulated that a highly interdigitated bilayer-like
structure is present at the molecular level [Fig. 3(B)].

Enzyme-responsive fiber disassembly and release of dye
In addition to rapid clearance of drugs from joints, which is
a major limitation of intraarticular injections,18 conventional
drug delivery systems that aim to control drug release typi-
cally result in an initial burst17 followed by continuous
release, which is not ideal for many applications involving

fluctuations in the disease state (i.e., drug continues to
release even when it is not needed). To address these limi-
tations, it is important to develop a drug delivery system
that may reside within the joint and release drugs in
response to the status of the disease. In this work, we
demonstrate the encapsulation of a model dye in Asc-Pal
hydrogel, which upon enzyme-mediated gel degradation
releases the encapsulated dye at model physiological condi-
tions in a controlled manner. Previously, we have demon-
strated the enzyme-triggered controlled delivery of hydropho-
bic drugs using molecular hydrogels.19 To investigate
enzyme-responsive release from Asc-Pal-based self-assembled
gel fibers, DiD (absorption kmax of 655 nm) was selected as a
model small molecule (MW # 1052) for encapsulation.
Specific enzymes are significantly upregulated within arthritic
joints,6 and their expression and concentration correlate with
the degree of synovial inflammation.7 Thus, we have tested
the ability of self-assembled gel fibers to release an encapsu-
lated payload in response to the enzymes that are expressed

FIGURE 1. (A) Chemical structure of Asc-Pal amphiphile, and schematic representation of the encapsulation of dye during the self-assembly pro-
cess. (B) Schematic of enzyme-triggered drug (dye) release through degradation of self-assembled fibers. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

TABLE I. Gelation Ability of GRAS-Amphiphile Asc-Pal in
Various Solvents

Solvent Asc-Pal

Water G
Benzene G
Toluene G
Carbon tetrachloride G
Acetonitrile G
Chloroform S
Methanol S
Dimethylformamide P
Dimethylsulfoxide P

Solutions were considered to gel only if upon inversion of the glass
vial the solution did not flow in response to gravity.
G, gel; P, precipitate; S, soluble.
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within arthritic joints. DiD-encapsulating gel fibers were dis-
persed within PBS and incubated at 37"C with either lipase
(esterase), or MMP-2, or MMP-9 enzyme (100 ng/mL). At
regular intervals, aliquots of samples were collected, and
release of the dye was quantified using absorption spectros-
copy. Plotting cumulative release of the dye (%) versus time
[Fig. 4(A)] revealed that lipase and MMPs trigger fiber
disassembly to release the encapsulated dye, whereas gels in
PBS controls remained stable and did not release significant
amounts of dye. Additionally, through thin-layer chromatogra-
phy, we identified the presence of ascorbic acid and palmitic
acid (confirmed by comparing Rf values by cospotting with

authentic samples of ascorbic and palmitic acids) only in gel
solutions that contained enzymes. We have shown that gels
in PBS remain stable for at least 3 months, indicating that
the presence of enzymes is required for gel disassembly and
the release of encapsulated agents. This result confirms the
absence of loosely bound dye on the surface of the gel fibers.
In the absence of enzymes, mechanical agitation of the fibers
through rigorous vortexing did not induce the release of dye,
indicating that agents incorporated within the fibers remain
stably entrapped. Importantly, in the present system, we did
not observe burst release (Fig. 4), which is consistent with
self-assembled prodrug-based gels that we have previously

FIGURE 2. (A) Scanning electron micrograph and (B) brightfield and fluorescence optical images of dye (DiD)-encapsulating self-assembled
fibers from Asc-Pal. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIGURE 3. (A) X-ray diffraction plot of self-assembled hydrogels made from Asc-Pal. (B) Top: Optimized structure of Asc-Pal; bottom: postulated
mode of self-assembly of Asc-Pal within an aqueous solution. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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synthesized.19 To investigate the potential for on-demand dis-
assembly, following a 4-day incubation with enzyme (MMP-2,
MMP-9, or lipase) containing media that triggered disassem-
bly of fibers, media were replaced with PBS, which halted the
disassembly of fibers and the release of dye. After a subse-
quent 7-day incubation with PBS, enzymes were added to
the suspended fibers, triggering disassembly and the release
of the encapsulated dye [Fig. 4(B)]. These results clearly sug-
gest that Asc-Pal self-assembled fibers respond to proteolytic
enzymes that are present within arthritic joints and release
encapsulated agents in an on-demand manner.

Arthritic synovial fluid induces fiber disassembly
To investigate whether arthritic synovial fluid could trigger
fiber disassembly, leading to the release of the encapsulated
dye, we obtained synovial fluid from arthritic human joints.
DiD-encapsulating fibers were incubated in arthritic syno-
vial fluid at 37"C, and the release of dye was quantified
over a period of 15 days. Plotting cumulative release of the

dye (%) versus time [Fig. 5(A)] revealed that synovial fluid
triggers fiber disassembly leading to the release of the dye.
To determine whether proteases that are present in arthritic
joints were responsible for fiber disassembly, we prepared
lysates from arthritic joints of mice in the presence and
absence of protease inhibitors. Incubation of self-assembled
gel fibers with these lysates was used to help reveal the
role of arthritis-associated proteases. The presence of prote-
ase inhibitors significantly reduced fiber disassembly and
dye release, thus demonstrating that the presence of
enzymes was critical for promoting the release of agents
from gels formed from Asc-Pal [Fig. 5(B)].

Fiber stability in joints under nonarthritic conditions
To investigate the stability of fibers in the absence of
inflammation, fibers were injected into the joints of healthy
mice using a small-bore (27 gauge) needle. Eight weeks
postimplantation, the ankles of mice were sectioned and
imaged with optical and fluorescence microscopy to observe

FIGURE 4. DiD release from Asc-Pal self-assembled gel fibers in response to lipase, MMP-2, and MMP-9 at 37"C in vitro. (A) Enzyme was added
on day 0, and release kinetics were continuously monitored. (B) After 4 days of enzyme addition, media were changed to remove the enzyme
(dotted arrow); on day 11, fresh enzyme was added (solid arrow), triggering the release of dye. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIGURE 5. (A) Synovial fluid collected from arthritis patients mediated fiber disassembly and dye release over a 15-day period, whereas dye was
not released from gels incubated with PBS. (B) Gel fibers were incubated with synovial lysates prepared from ankle tissue of arthritic mice with and
without protease inhibitors. The presence of protease inhibitors significantly reduced the release of dye from the Asc-Pal self-assembled gel fibers.
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the presence of fibers. Images of tissue sections (Fig. 6)
revealed that DiD-encapsulating fibers were present, sug-
gesting the potential for long-term hydrolytic stability of the
fibers in vivo.

Reversible self-assembly of fibers
Materials that are injected into the joint space experience
cyclical mechanical forces during ambulation; thus, it is
important that materials that are injected into the joint can
withstand these forces and retain their characteristic mate-
rial properties such as mechanical strength and morphology.
To investigate the impact of relevant mechanical forces on
the Asc-Pal fibers, we subjected gel nanofibers to cyclical
shear forces and examined their resulting rheological prop-
erties using a rheometer equipped with a parallel-plate
geometry [Fig. 7(A)]. The elastic/storage modulus G0 was
independent of frequency and was much higher than the
viscous modulus G" over the frequency range (0–12 rad/s)
examined [Fig. 7(A)]. This type of response is typical of
gels,20,21 as it shows that the sample does not change its
properties or ‘‘relax’’ over long time scales. The value of G0

is a measure of the gel stiffness, and its value here (>1000
Pa) indicates a gel of slightly higher strength than collagen-
platelet gels.22 The mechanical properties and strength of

these gels are comparable with earlier reported self-
assembled peptide gels that are being examined as possible
injectable joint lubricants for the treatment of osteoarthri-
tis.23 Frequency sweeps conducted before/after multiple
cycles (1, 20, and 40) of a high shear stress were used to
measure G0 (storage modulus). Interestingly, no significant
differences were observed after 40 cycles [Fig. 7(B)], indi-
cating that the gel fibers retain their mechanical strength.
These results indicate that self-assembled fibers made of
Asc-Pal have the potential to retain their morphology and
mechanical properties even under the dynamic forces that
may be experienced during ambulation.24,25

CONCLUSION

Herein, we demonstrated that an amphiphilic GRAS agent,
Asc-Pal, represents an efficient low-molecular-weight hydro-
gelator capable of encapsulation of model agents through
self-assembly within an aqueous solution. The resultant gel
should exhibit minimal toxicity given that it disassembles
into readily metabolized ascorbic and palmitic acids. The
molecular properties of the self-assembled gels were
assessed through analysis with XRD and theoretical calcula-
tions. Upon self-assembly, Asc-Pal formed a nano/microfi-
brous hydrogel that could easily be injected through a

FIGURE 6. Fluorescence optical microscope images of harvested ankles of healthy mice 8 weeks following local injection. Fluorescence was not
detected in joints that were injected with gel fibers in the absence of encapsulated dye (not shown). [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIGURE 7. Dynamic rheology of Asc-Pal fibrous hydrogels assessed with a parallel-plate rheometer. (A) Storage modulus, G0, and viscous modu-
lus, G", over a frequency range of 0–12 rad/s. (B) Frequency sweeps conducted before/after multiple cycles of a high shear stress to measure G0.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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small-bore needle (27 gauge), and dynamic rheology studies
suggested that fibers retained their mechanical properties
under multiple cycles of compression. The Asc-Pal gels
remained stable within normal joints for at least 8 weeks,
yet disassembled and released encapsulated agents in
response to enzymes that are known to be overexpressed
during flares of RA, and in the presence of synovial fluid
from arthritic human joints. Further in vivo experiments
using arthritic mice are currently underway. The use of
self-assembled gels developed from low-molecular-weight
hydrogelators to locally deliver drugs in an enzyme-respon-
sive manner should have broad implications for the local-
ized treatment of many proteolytic diseases. For example,
drug release may be triggered for treatment of tumors as a
result of the enzymatic action of tumor cell-associated
proteases26,27 such as plasmin, or drug may be programed
to release in selected sites of the gastrointestinal tract
under the influence of specific digestive enzymes.28,29
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